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Abstract. Multimodal learning has received a lot of attention in the recent years.
Associating a description to an image in any language is a challenging task as it
involves identifying the objects within the image and determining the relation-
ships between them. Often, the documents are multimodal, and hence they may
contain text as well as images. Various methodologies have been put forward to
match an image to its corresponding description at sentence level. In this work,
we are the first to propose a novel joint image-paragraph (i.e. news article) rank-
ing model trained with images and its corresponding paragraphs (i.e. news arti-
cles). The image-paragraph ranking model works in such a way that, given an im-
age, the model ranks the best matching news articles and vice-versa. We achieve
this correspondence by using a pairwise ranking function and evaluate the model
performance on benchmark datasets using Image-Sentence Ranking task evalua-
tion metric. The experimental results show that our model achieves comparable
performance to the cutting edge technique.
Keywords: First keyword · Second keyword · Another keyword.
1 Introduction
Generating Image Description is traditionally often considered a demanding undertak-
ing given its complexities in combining perception, learning, and understanding of the
language to produce a fitting description of the image and its vice-versa. Aside from
recognizing the contents of the image, it is also imperative for the model to under-
stand in what way the contents of the image under study interact with one another.
Advancements in Deep Learning techniques and Neural Networks have made object
recognition and image translation considerably feasible to achieve. In this paper, we
present a model that is trained to align images with sentences and paragraphs (news
articles) and its vice-versa. The images are encoded using a deep convolutional neural
network (CNN), and the sentences are encoded using long-short-term memory (LSTM)
recurrent neural network (RNN) [9]. Using these features, we learn a joint embedding
model where we project the image features from the pre-trained VGG-19 [20] CNN
into the embedding space of the LSTM. The main objective of this study is to build a
multimodal sentence-paragraph ranking model to perform the image-paragraph (news
article) alignment. To implement such correspondence, we extended the idea proposed
in [13] of visual-semantic embeddings and train our model jointly with images and
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paragraphs. In particular, we implement a ranking function that performs the pairwise
ranking of images and text that ranks the descriptions for a given input image and vice-
versa. By learning to rank, this model can then be used to retrieve the text that are more
closely match a new image, or vice-versa. Once the ranks are computed, the number
of correct and incorrect predictions can be measured. For training the image-sentence
ranking model, we use the Flickr30K [24] and MS COCO [15] datasets. The above two
datasets have a large set of images paired with their corresponding descriptions in the
English language. The joint alignment task for which a paragraph is required is carried
out by Euronews [2] dataset. The news articles come in various languages of which
only English is used to train the image-paragraph ranking model.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose image-paragraph (news
article) alignment task. We tackled the problem in two steps. First, we build the image-
sentence ranking model using the method proposed in [13] to align images with their
corresponding sentences as our baseline. Secondly, the model is then extended and
tested with the Euronews dataset [2] to align images to their corresponding news articles
(paragraphs). Our ranking model is based on deep neural networks. In the absence of
widely accepted evaluation measures, we propose to evaluate our model in the context
of image-sentence ranking (ISR) task [5].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the background and
related research concerning multimodal learning are discussed. The approach employed
for training the model is explained in Section 3; in Section 4, the datasets used for
learning the ranking model is explained followed by the experimental setup and results
in Section 5. The performance of the models are discussed in Section 6, and finally, in
Section 7, the conclusions are presented.
2 Related Work
Multimodal approaches have gained increased attention over the past few years. Mul-
timodal models have been used in various applications: sentiment analysis [17]; visual
question answering [3]; multimodal machine translation [22]; combating human traf-
ficking [23]; and detection of cyber-bullying [25]. Below we summarize few studies
which are relevant to the current work.
In [13], the authors have used an encoder-decoder model which learns the multi-
modal joint embedding with text and images along with a language model that decodes
the distributed representations from embedding space. The encoder ranks the images
and the captions/sentences. The sentences are encoded using LSTM [9] recurrent neu-
ral networks whereas the images are projected onto the embedding space of the LSTM
from a deep convolution neural network. On the other hand, the decoder is used to pro-
duce a new caption for an image from scratch. They trained and performed tests on
the model using the Flickr8K [10] and Flickr30K [24] datasets. To evaluate the perfor-
mance of the LSTM sentence encoder for ranking images and descriptions, a pairwise
ranking loss function was introduced which was minimized to learn to rank the images
with captions. By comparing the results with other relevant models, they observed that
their model outperformed the others in some metrics as well as they were also outper-
formed by other models (multi-modal RNN) [16] in certain metrics. While their paper
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focusses on generating the description of an image and the joint alignment of sentences
and images, they don’t consider paragraphs for the ranking task.
In a similar manner, [21] introduced the dependency tree RNN model (DT-RNN).
The RNN model uses dependency trees to encode sentences into the vector space. They
used a pre-trained CNN to extract the image features. Using the image features from
the pre-trained CNN and vectors from the DT-RNN, they implement a pairwise ranking
function to learn their multimodal embeddings. In [11], authors focus on the multimodal
embedding of visual and image features. They trained their model to rank images and
sentences such that given an image query, then can rank a fixed set of sentences and
vice-versa. The authors trained their model on the Flickr8K, Flickr30K and Pascal1K
[18] datasets. Their model bought about the latent, inter-modal correspondence between
images and text by breaking down the fragments of images and sentences in a joint
common embedding space. In another study [5] which is very similar to our work a
ranking model that learns embeddings from multimodal and multilingual data has been
proposed. Their model takes the images and descriptions of multiple languages into
consideration. Like in the other models discussed above, they also introduce a pairwise
ranking function that is adapted to rank the images and sentences having more than
two or three input sources images and their corresponding multilingual sentences. Their
objective function maps the images and multiple sentences in some languages for which
they make use of the Multi30k [8] dataset. To evaluate the embeddings, they compare
their model with three baselines namely image-sentence ranking (ISR), semantic textual
similarity (STS), and neural machine translation (NMT). In ISR, they observed that
their multilingual model showed consistent improvements in ranking images with given
sentences, but it was not equally effective while ranking the sentences given images.
For the STS baseline, they use their model to calculate the distance between a pair
of sentences. In the NMT method, they use the multilingual multi-modal embedding
(MLMME) model to re-rank n-best lists generated with different baselines.
We propose our model based on the previous works done in this directions and
extend the idea of training multi-modal image and sentence level joint embeddings to
the scenario where the training data is not only for sentences but also paragraphs (i.e.
news articles).
3 Methodology
The overall methodology is depicted in Fig. 1. It consists of two main components:
Image-text encoder and pair-wise ranking function. The details of the each components
are presented below.
3.1 Image and paragraph encoding
The first step towards training the model is to project the multimodal data to a joint em-
bedding space. The joint embedding space is learned using visual (images) and textual
(sentences or paragraphs) modalities from the training data. For our visual modality,
we make use of a pre-trained model for extracting the image features. It consists of a
16-layer and a 19-layer network of which we use the 19-layer VGG model (VGG19)
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Fig. 1: Overall methodology.
[20]. The VGG-19 network is trained on more than a million images and can classify
images into 1000 object categories. Hence, the model has learned plentiful image rep-
resentations over an exhaustive range of images. The VGG-19 model takes the input
of the fixed size 224x224 RGB image. The input image then passes through a stack of
convolutional layers where each filter is of the size 3x3 and each max pooling layer
is of the filter size 2x2. Three fully connected layers follow the pile of convolutional
layers, first two with 4096 channels and the final one with 1000 channels. Softmax is
the activation function for the final layer, and all the hidden layers are equipped with
the rectification (ReLU) [14] non-linearity. Using this network architecture, we extract
the image features for each of the three datasets. To be precise, we use the features from
the penultimate layer of the VGG-19 network which outputs a 4096-dimension feature
vector for our image-sentence ranking baseline model, and features from the softmax
layer for the image-paragraph ranking model.
In the textual modality comprising sentences and paragraphs (news articles), we use
a recurrent neural network to encode the text. An encoder-decoder framework [6] that
consists of two RNNs which acts as an encoder and decoder pair has been proposed to
improve the performance of a machine translation system. We train the two networks
jointly in such a way that, given a source sequence, the model is trained to learn the
conditional probability of the target sequence. We use the encoder part which maps a
sequence of sentences to a fixed length vector. Specifically, we use a RNN with gated
recurrent units that read through the text word by word and generates a sequence of
vectors representing the text for each embedding. Hence, the sentence representation
of a given input is obtained from its corresponding encoder RNN’s vector sequence.
As the final step, the textual embeddings and the image embeddings are normalized to
share the same dimensionality between them.
3.2 Image-paragraph ranking
To implement the image-paragraph ranking model, the pairwise ranking loss needs to be
calculated i.e., the ranking scores for the images and text has to be computed. Our model
not only computes the ranking score for images and sentences, but it also performs
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the pairwise ranking of images and paragraphs (news articles). The image-document












max{0, α− s(v, x) + s(v, xk)}
In the above function, “x” stands for image embedding and “v” stands for text em-
bedding. “s” is the scoring function which is given as s(x, v) where x and v are scaled
using cosine similarity to make a unit norm. “α” denotes a model parameter i.e., the
margin and “θ” denotes all the parameters to be learned. “Vk” is a non-descriptive text
for the image embedding x, and “xk” is a non-descriptive image for the text embed-
ding v and k ∈ K where “K” is the dimensionality of the embedding space. In simpler
terms, here, the first portion of the function is for ranking images and the second half
of the function is for ranking the sentences. We train the model with the image and text
features with the goal of optimizing the pairwise ranking function.
4 Datasets
To train the image-sentence ranking model, we make use of the Flickr30K and the MS
COCO datasets. The Flickr30K dataset is an extension of the Flickr8K [10] dataset
which consists of 31,783 photos and 158,915 captions capturing everyday activities
and events from the flickr.com website. Each image has 5 different descriptions in En-
glish described independently by 5 individual annotators. The images in the dataset
don’t contain celebrities and famous locations, instead, it covers a diverse set of scenes
and situations. The train, validation and test split sets contain 29k, 1k, and 1k images
respectively where each image corresponds to 5 captions describing the image.
The Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MS COCO) is an extensive dataset
which contains a total of 328k images and 2.5 million captions of 91 object types that
could be recognized by a 4-year-old. Just like the Flickr30K dataset, the MS COCO
dataset also consists of 5 descriptions for each image that was gathered from crowd
workers. The dataset particularly focusses on capturing non-iconic images capturing
objects in a natural context. For training our image-sentence ranking model, we make
use of the first half of the dataset splits that was released in 2014, in which the train
set comprises of 82,783 images with 5 captions per image making a total of 413,915
captions in English. Thereby, the train, validation and test split sets contain 82,783, 1k
and 1k images respectively with their corresponding descriptions.
For training the image-paragraph ranking model, we make use of data that has im-
ages and their corresponding news articles which were collected from the news website
Euronews. The Euronews website comes with news articles in 9 languages: French,
Arabic, English, German, Spanish, Italian, Turkish, Ukrainian and Portuguese in sev-
eral genres like Sports, Politics, etc. The Euronews corpus created by [2] comprises
image sources of political items along with their identical news articles in English and
German. As the intended model focusses only with monolingual multimodal learning,
the data is cleaned further to extract only the English text for its image source. The cor-
pus is created with news article data from 2013 to 2015 of which we consider only the
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Dataset Flickr30k MS COCO Euronews
Training Set 29,000 82,783 13,096
Validation Set 1,000 1,000 1,000
Test Set 1,000 1,000 1,000
Total 31,000 84,783 15,096
Table 1: Training, validation and test splits of images in the datasets.
data from 2013 and some of 2014 as it involves extensive manual data cleaning. Each
image corresponds to only one paragraph (news article). The train, validation and test
split sets contain 13,096, 1k and 1k images respectively along with their corresponding
news article. We present the details of the three datasets in Table 1.
5 Experimental Setup and Results
The experiments are conducted in two stages. First, we start with the image-sentence
ranking model on the Flickr30K and MS COCO datasets and then followed by the
image-paragraph ranking model using the Euronews dataset. The performance of the
models is evaluated with the image-sentence ranking task [5].
5.1 Image-sentence ranking model
We start our experiment towards training an image-sentence ranking model using the
Flickr30K dataset. As explained in Section 3 (methodology), the image features were
extracted through the pre-trained VGG-19 deep network while an RNN encoder was
employed to vectorize the sentences. Each image in the dataset was trained with 5 dif-
ferent captions. Apparently, in the model parameters, the word embeddings were ini-
tialized to 300-dimensional vectors. The maximum length of the sentence vectors was
set to 100. The RNN encoder is used with GRU which is 1024 dimensional. The image
embeddings are 4096 dimensional which we extract from the penultimate layer of the
VGG-19 network. The initial learning rate for training the model is set to 0.0002. We
use the very popular adam [12] optimizer, similar to the stochastic gradient descent, in
which the model computes individual learning rates for different parameters in an adap-
tive fashion as the training unfolds. The model is trained in mini batches of 128 through
the whole dataset and the number of epochs was set to 15. The same experimental setup
is followed for the MS COCO dataset as well which is larger than the Flickr30K dataset
comparatively. The above experiments were implemented using the Theano [4] library.
5.2 Image-paragraph ranking model
The image-paragraph ranking model is an extension of the image-sentence ranking
model where the model is trained to align images with their corresponding news ar-
ticles on the Euronews dataset. The model architecture is similar to the model trained
with sentences and images with some modifications. The images features are extracted
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Flickr30k Image to Text Text to Image
Method Baseline Our model Baseline Our model
Recall@K = 1 23.0 28.7 16.8 21.9
Recall@K = 5 50.7 55.4 42.0 47.6
Recall@K = 10 62.9 68.6 56.5 59.6
Medr. 5.0 4.0 8.0 6.0
Table 2: Recall@K (K=1, 5, 10) and Medr. on Flickr30k dataset
from the final softmax layer of the fully connected VGG-19 model unlike the image-
sentence ranking model, and the weights are assigned based on the pre-trained Imagenet
[19]. As a result, we increased the dimensions of the image embeddings for training the
model. The word embeddings were changed to 600D vectors from 300D vectors as the
size of the text is larger comparatively. At the same time, the maximum length of the
sentence vectors was changed from 100 to 300 to match the bigger textual sequences of
the news-articles text. Other model parameters were retained from the image-sentence
ranking model, and the experiment was carried out for 15 epochs. The model was also
modified to adapt to images with only one description per image. The open source
Keras [7] neural network library that runs on top of Tensorflow [1] backend was used
to extract features from the pre-trained VGG-19 model.
5.3 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate our models using the Image-Sentence ranking (ISR) task [5] which is
a form of an extrinsic evaluation where we compare the performance of our image-
sentence ranking model performed on the Flickr30K and MS COCO datasets. The ISR
task is evaluated for the metrics: Recall@K (high value is good) and Median Rank (low
value is good). Recall@K measures the mean number of times an image is correctly
mapped to its corresponding sentence within the top K-retrieved entries and vice-versa
for the sentence to image task. We also evaluate our model with the Median rank (Medr.)
metric that describes the closest truth result from the ranked list. The image-paragraph
ranking model is also evaluated in the same manner.
5.4 Baseline [13]
To the best of our knowledge, no prior study has addressed the problem of image-
paragraph (news article) ranking. A seminal work towards this direction is proposed by
Kiros et al. [13]. They proposed a methodology based on encoder-decoder framework
which enables to learn joint embedding space from text and images along with a lan-
guage model that decodes the distributed representations from space. To evaluate the
performance of their model, a pairwise ranking loss function was introduced which was
minimized to learn to rank the images with captions. For comparative evaluation, we
consider their model as baseline for the current study.
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MS COCO Image to Text Text to Image
Method Baseline Our model Baseline Our model
Recall@K = 1 43.4 43.6 31.0 31.3
Recall@K = 5 75.7 73.7 66.7 66.0
Recall@K = 10 85.8 84.9 79.9 79.5
Medr. 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0
Table 3: Recall@K (K=1, 5, 10) and Medr. on MS COCO dataset
5.5 Results
In Table 2 and Table 3, we present the results obtained by the image-sentence ranking
model on Flickr30K and MS COCO datasets, respectively. In Table 4, we present the
results obtained by our image-paragraph ranking model based on Recall@K and Medr.
metrics with the Euronews dataset.
Euronews Image to Text Text to Image
Method Our model Our model
Recall@K = 1 0.5 1.0
Recall@K = 5 3.5 2.8
Recall@K = 10 5.5 5.7
Medr. 98 96
Table 4: Recall@K (K=1, 5, 10) and Medr. on Euronews dataset
In Table 5, we present the results of the image-paragraph ranking model evaluated
on the Recall@k metric at k = 15, 25, 50. The experiment is conducted to test the
efficiency of the model at a higher “K” value as the model trained on the Euronews
dataset.
6 Discussions
It can be seen from the results Section that our proposed model achieves comparable
results for the image-sentence ranking model as baseline [13] on the Flickr30K and MS
COCO datasets (Table 2 and Table 3). Each of the metric (Recall@1, Recall@5, Re-
call@10) produced good ranking scores and were comparable to the results produced by
the baseline model. The performance of the model with MS COCO dataset is marginally
better than that of the model with the Flickr30K dataset. The model is trained with 82k
images 413k captions on the MS COCO dataset, while the Flickr30K dataset is trained
with 29k images 145k captions, hence, from this behavior, it is evident that the model
performs well with larger datasets.
It can be seen from the results presented in Table 2 that our model has performed
better than Baseline model. One possible reason could probably be due to the learning
rate which was .0002 as opposed to 0.2 in [13]. Another possible reason could be due
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the selection of better optimization technique (adam optimizer over stochastic gradient
descent).
Euronews Image to Text Text to Image
Method Our model Our model
Recall@K = 15 13.0 10.1
Recall@K = 25 17.0 14.2
Recall@K = 50 26.0 27.0
Table 5: Recall@K (K=15, 25, 50) on Euronews dataset
On the other side, the results produced by the image-paragraph ranking model is not
on the higher side. One major downside could be the size of the training data as there
were only 13k images. Other reasons for the low performance could be attributed to the
number of news articles per image. An article or a document can be written in a number
of ways using different words, or different forms of speech. Hence, it could be very rare
to have two exactly similar article for the same image. Looking at one possible remedy
to improve the model, it would be more relevant to extract keywords from the news
articles (paragraphs) of a given image so that the model could be trained with those
keywords and hence the model could map an image with a matching caption having the
most number of keywords to produce better results (ranks). Having fixed length vectors
for word embeddings could also be a bottleneck in improving the model’s performance.
As the Euronews dataset has images only related to politics, there is a potential chance
of domain mismatch with the dataset used to train VGG-19 network which results in
reduced performance. One potential solution for the domain mismatch problem would
be to use transfer learning approach. Despite all these limitations, the novel area of
research for ranking the images with paragraphs is wide open for further exploration.
7 Conclusions
In this study, we have proposed a novel ranking model that is trained to align images
with its corresponding news articles and vice versa. As the first step, we implemented
an image-sentence ranking model that was trained on the benchmark Flickr30k and
MS COCO datasets. The results produced by the model was evaluated with Recall@K
and Median Rank metrics. Our model attained the state-of-the-art performance. Fur-
ther we extend the image-sentence ranking model to image-paragraph ranking model.
The image-paragraph ranking model was trained on the Euronews dataset. The idea of
ranking images with paragraphs could be used in a variety of real life applications. For
example, in motor insurance claims, when an image of a damaged vehicle is given as
input, the best matching descriptions of the image could be retrieved to make the busi-
ness easier and faster. In future, we would extend the proposed monolingual multimodal
ranking model to a multilingual multimodal image-paragraph ranking model that sup-
ports multiple languages. All the resources developed in this current study including
dataset used and codes are available at www.anonymous.com.
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